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Wh t i th l f i ?What is the color of air?

Shi i ( ti ) li ht th h it d th lShining (propagating) sunlight through it and we can see the color.



Of course, it is blue☺☺☺

Flying above the Alps from Munich to Nice (France), 2011.05.06.



And propagating a near infrared
femtosecond laser pulse through air?femtosecond laser pulse through air?



A first: TW Ti-sapphire laser shooting into the night sky from a 
building in the University of Jena, Germany (Sauerbrey, et al, 1997)

L Woeste et al, Laser Optoelectron. 5, 29 (1997)

A collaborative effort
The spirit of Humboldt FoundationThe spirit of Humboldt Foundation.



What is femtosecond?What is femtosecond?

10‐15 second

1 femtosecond is to 1 second 

↔
½ minute is to the age of the earth½ minute is to the age of the earth

(4.6 billion years)



10 fs↔ 3 microns thick

0 003 h th th ti f dl0.003 mm: sharper than the tip of a needle



But of course these days weBut of course, these days, we
also talk about atto‐second.

10‐18 second

10 a.s.  :  an electron orbiting time 
around a hydrogen nucleus.



Filament in air imaged inside the lab.

f=5mN2 and N2
+ fluorescence

Ti-sapphire laser, 800nm/45 fs/10Hz

Dia.(FWHM)~70μm
A sword piercing 
through air

22.533.544.5
Distance from lens (meters)

S.L. Chin, et al, Can J Phys, 83, 863 (2005)



Is this pulse duration short?Is this pulse duration short? 

I thi l f t?Is this pulse fast?

Afterall, they are time.

Two way to look at time: 

physical and psychological. 



TIME (1)

Time is a dimension
Th t' h iThat's physics
So did Einstein say.

Time is money
That's life's reality
So claims everyone.

Time is also lifeTime is also life
That's our age
That no one can escape.That no one can escape.

Then I just wonder,
What time really is.



femtosecond laser pulse propagating in airfemtosecond laser pulse propagating in air 
(single filament)

Compr
essor 5 J 45f l b

26m
essor 5mJ, 45fs laser beam

White screen



Propagation of femtosecond laser pulse in 
air, multiple filamentsair, multiple filaments

I iti l b di 4Initial beam dia. ∼4 cm

Femtosecond laser
1TW 45 fs laser beam

100 m

1TW, 45 fs laser beam

Camera

screen

Camera

One picture 
every ~ 1.5m



TIME (2)

I went back to my old village one day.
The rocky mountain still stood guard outside the village.
Th ld t till fl t f th d j lThe cold stream still flew out from the dense jungle,
Into the rubber plantation ever so green.
The townhouses still stood in attentionThe townhouses still stood in attention,
Beside the only wide street for commerce.
Time seemed to have frozen the village in its original form.

I was almost going to sigh in relieve,
When I realized the townhouses were almost run downWhen I realized the townhouses were almost run down,
Without repaint, without repair and without renovation.
Time has abandoned them already.Time has abandoned them already.



Atmospheric sensing based uponAtmospheric sensing based upon 
absorption of back scattered white 

light:



Back‐scattered absorption of white light

cloud

White light laser

Absorption by 
target gas

Filament (plasma column)

detectorwww.teramobile.org



Mobile TW laser system for atmospheric applications: 
supported by CNRS France and DFG of Germany →supported by CNRS, France and DFG of Germany →

Teramobile
A collaborative effort
The spirit of Humboldt Foundation.

A Mysyrowicz, R Sauerbrey, L 
Woeste & J-P WolfWoeste & J P Wolf

White light multi-
frequency fs LIDAR
J Kasparian et al, Science, 301, 
61 (2003)



White-light Lidar: atmospheric absorption spectrum
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By the Teramobile group



Simultaneous oxygen and water vapor measurement
1 2 Water vapor normalized measurement
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By the Teramobile group



Time evolution of the Ozone profile
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Lightning control test by
The Teramobile groupThe Teramobile group

J Kasparian et al, Science, 
301 61 (2003)301, 61 (2003)

The physics is low vacum 
di hdischarge. Tzortzakis, S. et al, 
(2001), Phys. Rev. E 64, 57401



fs laser induced nucleation in saturated cloud chamber

100fs Ti-S laser
800nm

Application to artificial rainJ Kasparian et al, Science, 
301, 61 (2003)



TIME (3)
I had a happy evening with my barely recognizable friends
Whom I haven't seen for years since I left the village.
"R b h t did i h l ? “"Remember what we did in school years ago ....? “
Was what everyone seemed to say.
Time has pushed everyone of us into the inescapableTime has pushed everyone of us into the inescapable
Human wise age.
Some retired, some very ill.y
And some did not show up at the gathering,
Because they could never come out from their graves.

Yet some of my friends were still very active,
Dashing in the fields in which they excelled!.
Th f l d d iThey were so successful and dynamic;
Retirement never seemed to exist in their dictionary.
Time just flew by them enhancing what they loved to doTime just flew by them enhancing what they loved to do.
Time was so good to them.



Ultrafast intense laser propagationUltrafast intense laser propagation

Clean fluorescence:C ea uo esce ce:
Prospect for pollution mesurement

A. Talebpour, M. Abdel-Fattah and S. L. Chin, 
Optics Commun., 183, 479 (2000).Optics Commun., 183, 479 (2000).

A. Talebpour, M. Abdel-Fattah, A. D. Bandrauk and S. L. Chin, 
Laser Physics, 11, 68(2001).



A sword piercing through air
C t f R l d S bCourtesy of Roland Sauerbrey 
Teramobile group 

(France Germany)

∼ 5 TW

A collaborative effort (France, Germany)A collaborative effort
Spirit Humboldt Foundation.

∼ 2 km



Almost everything is cut in the path
d t diff tland cut differently:

→

finger print fluorescencefinger print fluorescence



Fluorescence measurement

Spectrum of air Ti‐S laser: 200fs
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2: 2nd positive band of N2 ( C3Πu→B3Πg transition).  
 

Transitions (v, v'): v&v', vibrational levels of upper andTransitions (v, v ): v&v , vibrational levels of upper and
lower electronic states,  respectively. 



Lasing action in the skyg y

Q. Luo, et al., Applied Physics B: Lasers and Optics 76, 337 (2003).
Q. Luo, et al., Opt. Photon. News 15, 44 (2004).Q , , p , ( )
A .Dogariu et al., Science 331, 442‐445 (2011).



TIME (4)

But everyone would agree:
Looking back ten years was like yesterday.g y y y
Events thirty years ago were still fresh in memory.
Wishing for another thirty was just not so easy.
We suddenly each found a wiser person in the mirror.
Oh! How time could fly.



Remote fluorescence from atomic, molecular & solid targets

S L Chin et al. Appl. Phys. B, 95, 1 (2009).
H.‐L. Xu, and S. L. Chin, Sensors 11, 32 (2011)

Filament (plasma column)
Atomic or molecularAtomic or molecular
gas/vapor interacting with
high intensity insideg y
filament → ionization, 
dissociation, fluorescence 

(of fragments (finger print
fluorescence)

detector



We have used many samples for laboratory remote (up to 100m) 

sensing:sensing: 

‐CH4, C2H2 (gases)

h l ( )‐ ethanol (vapor)

‐ powders of egg white, yeast, grain dusts of barley, corn and wheat;

‐ water aerosols containing (NaCl, PbCl2, CuCl2 and FeCl2)

‐ Smoke from mosquito coil

‐metallic targets (lead, copper and aluminum). 

All show finger print fluorescence. This opens up the door towards 

remote detection of targets related to safety and securityremote detection of targets related to safety and security.

S L Chin et al Appl Phys B 95 1 (2009)S L Chin et al. Appl. Phys. B, 95, 1 (2009)

H.‐L. Xu, and S. L. Chin, Sensors 11, 32 (2011)



Summary of remote sensingSummary of remote sensing

• Feasibility of remote detection of ‘clean’
nonlinear fluorescence of chem-bio and solid 
targets (gases, vapor, powder, aerosol, metals, 
etc )etc.)

• One laser does all…so far.

A collaborative effort
The spirit of Humboldt Foundation.p



TIME (5)( )

My former teachers were in their eighties and nineties.
S t l d tiSo were my parents, my uncles and my aunties.
They once told me what they dreamed about.
Apparently these dreams were still lockedApparently these dreams were still locked
Deep in their memories.

My friends also once expressed to me their ambitions.
How many could say they succeeded as they initially wished?
H ld th f d th lHow many could say they found the pure love
They once dreamed?
And time stepped in-betweenAnd time stepped in-between,
Forcing all of them to abandon the dream.
What a cruel creature time was.



Sterilization in water?

Generation of H2O2 in waterGeneration of H2O2 in water

S.L. Chin & S. Lagacé, Applied Optics, 35, 907 (1996)S.L. Chin & S. Lagacé, Applied Optics, 35, 907 (1996)



Clean cutting of woodClean cutting of wood

N. Naderi et al., Forest Products Journal, 49, 72 (1999)



Mechanical cut



Oak Femtosecond laser cut



TIME (6)

N I l k d h hild f f i dNow I looked at the children of my friends.
Young, jumpy and full of energy.
Weren't they our vivid images in the mirror of time?Weren t they our vivid images in the mirror of time?
Some were dreaming.
Some were in love;;
Their hearts were singing loudly.
Time was their drum,
B ti t th h th f liBeating ever so strong the rhythm of live.
What a sweet thing time was.



The sky is bluey
because air molecules scatter sunlight.



Normally

Sun  (white light): plane waves

Atomes, molecules or very small particles (smaller than the 
wavelength

Observer sees the scattering of sunlight from aboveObserver sees the scattering of sunlight from above.
Blue light is scattered much more efficiently; the air 

above appears blueabove appears blue.



Montmagny, QC, 2010.10



Sunrise or sunset
atmosphere

observerobserver
soleil

‐More scattering of blue (shorter wavelength) along the light path, 
‐Much more yellow, orange and red (longer wavelength) arrive.y , g ( g g )



Hawaii, 2010.12



TIME (7)

Some of these children were already old enough.
They got married and had young children of their own.
Th li l hiThese cute little things.
Who knew what they were thinking?
Who knew what they dreamed?Who knew what they dreamed?
They were so beautiful to look at.
They were so sweet when they fought and cry.y y g y
Because those were the music of family life.
How kind time was, bringing these young little things
T h lifTo human life.



SBl k SunsetBlue sky

Visible sunlight

Where is green?



blue

green

Québec, 2011.03.13





Above the Alps, en route to Nice from Munich, 2011.05.06



Above the mediteranean sea near Nice, France. 2011.05.06



Progression of colors

St. Lawrence River, Quebec City, 2011.04



TIME (end)

May I then ask who you are, dear time?
You make life begin;You make life begin;
You take away life;
You destroy our hope;y p
You give us hope.
You make the world go around,
F b d f il d f dFor bad, for evil and for good,
For ever and ever and ever,
No beginning and no destinyNo beginning and no destiny.



So, which one is faster?

Femtosecond laser pulse?Femtosecond laser pulse?

Or

TIME?



Thank you


